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 “Globalisation project”: the role and place in the international 
historical process 5 

V. Pavlenko, V. Shtol 

In the second part of the article the authors point out the main focus on the ex-
pansion of the different world projects competition, the reason of which is an active 
willing of the western oligarchic subject of globalization to stop the project "Mod-
ern", thus putting an end to the history of mankind. The alliance between the West-
ern Post-modern and the Countermodern of the Islamic fundamentalism is opposed 
to a new Russian project, which comprises the achievements of the Soviet era along 
with the continuity of the traditional projects, formed during a 500 years of confron-
tation with Western civilization. 

Key words: globalization, Russia, Hegel, Leontyev, civilization, identity, civilizational 
approach, civilizational project. 

About the authors: PAVLENKO Vladimir Borisovich - Doctor of Political Science, 
member of the Academy of Geopolitical Problems; 

SHTOL Vladimir Vladimirovich - Doctor of Political Sciences, Professor, Head of 
church-state relations MIGSU RANHiGS under the President of Russia, Professor at 
the Central European University in Skalica (Slovakia). 

Relations between Russia, the USA, and China in the 
context of the latest foreign policy concept of Russian 
Federation in 2013 29 

G. Drobot 

The article considers the relations between Russia, the U.S. and China in the 
context of the recent foreign policy Concept of Russia 2013. The author comes to 
the conclusion that the Concept bears in itself all the shortcomings of the previous 
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Concept, 2008 and also contains additional contradictions. First of all, this con-
cerns the absence of a clear position in relation to the ligaments between the USA 
and China, which plays an increasingly important role in international relations. 

Key words: Russia, USA, China, the foreign policy Concept of 2013, the foreign po-
litical thought of Russia. 

About the author: DROBOT Galina A. – Doctor of Political Science, Professor of the 
Faculty of the Global Studies at Lomonosov Moscow State University (MSU). 

The Problem of the Damage Compensation for the 
“Soviet occupation” in Russian-Lithuanian Relations 39 

M. Alexandrov 

The article analyses the issue of compensation claims for the Soviet “occupation” 
extended by Lithuania towards Russia. The author examines the historical back-
ground of the issue, its theoretical basis and practical implementation. The article 
shows the politicized nature of the issue and its connection to the contemporary 
European politics as well as its role in bilateral Lithuanian-Russian relations. 

Key words: Lithuania, Russia, Baltic region, damage, compensation, Soviet, USSR, 
annexation, European Union, PACE, Council of Europe. 

About the author: ALEXANDROV Mikhail – PhD in Political Science and Internation-
al Relations, Head of the Division of the Baltic States, Institute for CIS Studies, 
Moscow. 

Counter-terrorist measures: the Russian vector 48 

V. Zhuravel 

The article analyses the development and functioning of the system of counter-
terrorist activity in the Russian Federation in recent years from the view-point of 
strengthening the national security of the State. The emphasis is made on internal 
and external origins of terrorism in Russia. In conclusion the author proposes a set 
of counter-terrorist measures. 

Key words: Terrorism, the National Anti-terrorist Committee, the national security. 

About the author: ZHURAVEL Valery – Doctor of pedagogical sciences, assistant pro-
fessor, winner of the All-Russia award “Journalists against terror” 2008, 2011. 

Russian and Polish approaches to international and 
European security strategies 59 

M. Bogucka 

The article attempts to reflect possibilities for cooperation between Russia and 
Poland based on the common interests to ensure national security for the two coun-
tries separately and European region as one. 

Key words: national security, international security, National security strategy of 
the Russian Federation, National security strategy of Poland, NATO, missile defense. 

About the author: BOGUCKA Monika – PhD student, MSU, Faculty of Political Sci-
ence. 

A Gangster State: Kosovo in World Politics 67 

E. Ponomareva, G. Rudov 

The article analyzes the main causes of the phenomenon of a Gangster State on 
the example of the “Kosovo Republic” reveals the role of mafia structures in the or-
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ganization of drug trafficking and  the maintenance of the criminal nature of the 
new political structures. 

Key words: Kosovo, Gangster State, world politics, Albanian mafia, drug trafficking. 

About the authors: PONOMAREVA Elena – doctor of political science, professor of 
Comparative Politics Department of MGIMO, Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Rus-
sian Federation; 

RUDOV Georgij – doctor of political science, professor, Diplomatic Academy, Minis-
try of Foreign Affairs of the Russian Federation. 

Political aspects of Iraqi energy sector transformation 
in 2003-2013 77 

A. Chuvarayan 

Article analyzes regional energy conflict in Iraq by using historic perspective of 
Western-Iraqi relations since 19th century. What are the main reasons, which led to 
a more than a century-long conflict between the USA, and later NATO, and Iraq to 
the war, and why mechanisms of early-warning and preventive diplomacy failed? 
How Iraqi energy (oil) sector was transformed after the 2003 War when Temporary 
Coalition Administration overtook the power in Iraq? Author highlights issues of 
energy sector transformation in short-term and its privatization in a long-term. 

Key words: energy security, energy conflict, Iraq, transformation of oil sector, pre-
ventive diplomacy, NATO. 

About the author: CHUVARAYAN Alexandra – PhD Candidate Diplomatic Academy of 
the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Russian Federation. Senior expert of Strategy and 
Innovation Division, JSC “RusHydro”, MSc. University of Blekinge, Sweden. 

Private military and security companies in Russia: to be 
or not to be? 90 

A. Mikhaylenko 

The article deals with the factors which influence the development of private mil-
itary and security sector. Both necessities and possibilities of Russia in develop-
ment of private military and security companies are analyzed. 

Key words: private military and security company, foreign policy instrument, Inter-
national Code of Conduct for Private Security Service Providers, mercenaries. 

About the author: MIKHAYLENKO Alexander N. – Doctor of Political Sciences, pro-
fessor of foreign policy at the Department of national security, Russian Presidential 
Academy of National Economy and Public Administration. 

New means for rejuvenation and active longevity 100 

V. Nekrasov, N. Nekrasova, M. Plyashkevich 

Health preservation and prolongation of active life have always been actual top-
ics for the mankind. In the article points out the discoveries which nowadays can 
make a significant effect on medical practice giving the mankind new means for 
creation of opportunities for healthy and long-lasting active life. 

Key words: rejuvenation, longevity, form field, Earth’s Form Field, biospheric dis-
symmetry, fine field medicine, fine field homeostasis; biospheric pathogenic zones, 
left and right biological type of person. 
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Events and People 
 

1953 – Hopes and Disappointments 114 

A. Isakov 

Based on the documentary materials, personal observations and the author's 
participation in a number of events of this period, the article analyzes and traces 
the relationship with modernity of the most important events in the life of the coun-
try after the death of Joseph Stalin on March 5, 1953. 

Key words: personality cult, collective leadership, “Khrushchev thaw”, retreat of 
socialism. 
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